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~:xoerimental Study on Pneumatic Ejector, \vith 
Special Reference to the ~~ffect of Area I~atio 
on Perforn1ance Characteristics ( 1st I<cport) 

(Received February 25, 1955) 

Abstract 

!tiro WATANABE* 

Takeo \VA TANABE** 
Shunya ISO*=~'* 

Takeki KAWAHITO***·* 

Experiments on pneumatic ejectcr have been c::mductecl to a"'certain 

the effect of the area-ratio, i.e. the ratio of the cross-section:-tl area of the 

parallel part of the mixing tube to the nozzle exit ~rea, upon the p~rfomance 

characteristics. The c::>mpressed air delivered by a I~oots bbwer was 

employed as a driving fluid, and the air sucked in fr,,m the surr Jtmdin?; 

atmosphere was used as a driven fluid. Experiments were performed 

under c::mstant drivin~ pressure with varying weight fl::>w of the sec•ndary 

air. 

The results were trat, (I) there exists an optimum Jrt:a rati') :mel 

(.2) the mixing in the mixing chamber took plac~ at ne<!rly constant 

rressure and s::> on. 

I. Introduction 

Various theoretical res3:::nches and experimental s~udies h::tve be8n performed 

on ejectors, and especially as to the steam ejectors, many a sLirvey was con

ducted that the performance characteristics and the functions of them have been 

thoroughly understoJd. Further, ejectors using oil vapor have lx~en ~:;tudied recen

tly by Prof. S. Sugawara. t) . The theoretical and experimental studies on pneu

matic eje2tors have als;) be3n conducted re:::ently, ani the resuLs ~J 3 HJ obtained are 

available to some extent. The pres3nt authon3 lnve conducted experimental 

study on pneumatic eje:-tors with spe::ial reference to the cffe2t of area ratio, i.e. 

the ratiJ of the cross s3ctional area of the parallel part of th·c mixing tube to 

the nonlc area and lnve e11deavoured to obtain p~rform~mc-.' data r.o! availabl,~ 
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from the preceding literatures. In our experiment, the compressed air delivered 

from a Roots lower was employed as driving fluid, and the air sucked in from 

the surrounding atmosphere was used as driven fluid. The nozzle used in the 

present experiment is of convergent type, and six mixing tubes having parallel 

part or throat of different cross-sectional areas were constructed. to vary the 

above-mentioned area ratio of the ejector. The weight flow of the secondary air 

was allowed to vary by a valve, and the ex{:eriments were conducted by varying 

the weight flow of the secondary air for every constant upstream-pressure or the 

drivin6 pressure of the nozzle. Further, pressure distributions were measured at 

t:1e mixing chamber, parallel part and the diffuser downstream to the parallel 

part for a specified ejector. 

II. Experimental Apparatus and the Experimental Method 

Fig. 1 represents the schematic drawing for experimental apparatus on pneu-

Fig. 1. Schema for Experimental Apparatus 

matic ejector. The compressed air delivered by a Roots blower enters to the 

ditsribu tion tank, and then arriving at the pressure tank via valve V2, exhausts 

finally out of the convergent DI)Zzle. Another pipe provided with by-pass valve 

V, is fitted to the distribution tank, and thus the pressure in the pressure tank 

may be varied by the operation of the valve V,. The valve V2, on the other 

hand, has the purpose for checking the air flow when the experimental set is 
utilized for another purpose. Thus, for the present case, the valve V2 was left 

full open. The secondary air or the driven fluid is sucked into the pipe shown 

below in the figure. The weight flow of this s~condary air Gz is t) be measured 

by round type nozzle, and the air is sucked into the mixing chamber via valve 

V3. The weight flow G2 may be varied if the opening df the valve V, is altered. 

Mixing of the secondary air with primary air is undertaken at the mixing cham

ber, from 'vhich the air is delivered to the surrounding atmosphere after passing 

t'Hough the parallel part and the diffuser of the mixing tube. At the down

stream of the diffuser, the total amount of air, i.e. the sum of the weight flow 

of primary air G1 and secodary air G2 , is measured by another air flow meter. 

( 2 ) 
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Thus, the weight flow of the primary air Gt is evaluated if necessary. 

The nozzle used in our experiment is of convergent type as shown in Fig. 2. 

Six mixing tubes shown in Fig. 3 are used to 

vary the area ratio. As shown in Fig. 3, each 

mixing tube is constructed of the mixing chamber, 

parallel part and the diffuser or diverging part, 

and is so constructed that the nozzle exit section 

situates the distance a' apart from the entrance 

section AA of the parallel part. The values of 

a' are shown below in the figure. 

As the inner diameter of the 
parallel part varies as shown in 

Fig. 3, we are able to vary the 
area ratio m, i.e. the ratio of 

the cross-sectional area of the 

parallel part to the cross-section-

Fig. 2. Nozzle 

Test Ejector 
1

a mm
1 

~~~~~~c~e~Utw:~~ /I b mm I cmm ldmml e mm 1/mml Ar~a ratio m 
' sect10n AA, a'mm I 

- ED ~1956 13.6 8.5 -- 46~9- -1ioT 25:6---9~55- -~6~4 - --l.67 --
ED -1850 15.0 8.5 49.4 110.4 25.0 8.55 14.8 2.14 
ED -1750 18.0 8.5 50.7 110.2 25.0 7.60 13.0 1.72 
ED -1100 13.5 8.5 48.9 110.2 25.0 10.0 16.0 2.93 
ED -1200 18.0 8.5 50.0 110.0 25.0 12.0 18.0 4.22 
ED -1600 18.0 8.5 50.0 110.0 25.0 6.00 14.0 1.05 

al area of the nozzle 

exit. The mixing tube 

ED-1950 is especially pro

vided with several holes 
for pressure measurement 

as shown in Fig. 4. Fur
ther, the static pressures 

at the nozzle exit were 

observed by a hole drilled 
as shown in Fig. 10. 

The situations at which 
the pressures and tempera-

Fig. 3. Mixing Tubes 

---- 98.5--------1 
\--------- 110.1-----------< 

Fig. 4. Mixing tube provided with holes 

for pressure measurement 

tures were measurej for the pres~nt experimental s3t are shown in Fig.l. Pressures 

were read by manometers fiJle::l with water or mercury, and the temperatures 

were observed by thermometers. The Roots blower used was driven by a 15HP ele
ctric motor of induction type, anJ experiments were conducted under a constant 

( 3 ) 
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driving pressure ranging from 50mmHg to 450rnmHg varying the weight flow of the 

r:;ccondary air from zero h maximum value. 

JI L The Experimental Results and the ConsidPt"ations 

:-3.1 Prc~·:s:.Ire r<ttio j;,J/p,) and weight flow ratio G2/G1. 

The pressure ratio jJ)j;0 in which h mt'ans the vacuum pressure in the tank 

(Fig. 1) and fJu exprclcr;e;s the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere <lS well as 1 he 

weight flow ratio G2/G1 in which G1 and G2 mean the weight flow of the primary 

and the secondary air respectively are calculated and the relations between P2/PI] 

Fig. 5. Pressure Ratio vs. \Ve:g11t Fbw I\atio (Area ratio m =2.93, Mixing Tube ED -1100) 

and GjG 1 are plottef!. Fig. 5 shovvs <111 exa:np1e of st:ch a (hlgTam for the case 

of m =2.9:). Th~ p:1rameten; of pressure jJ 1 is rangir:.g fro:n 50mmHg to 1SOmmHg. 

Fig. 6 represents the sa:rJe relationships for m -::~ 1.05. vVben m is rdatively 1 arge 

such as in Fig. S, P)fJc becomes smaller as the driving pressure increases, and 

ct' 
~0.8 

0 '7 
.I 

0.1 0.2 O.J 

Fig. G. rre-~curc F::1tb \·~~. Weight Flo\v Ratio (Area ratb m=1.05, Mixint: Tul=e ED-1100) 

( 4 ) 
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further PziPo increases uniformly with G~/G1 for every driving pressure /J1. For 

smaller values of m, such as 1.05, the tendency of the curves becomes somewhat 

different as shown in Fig. 6.u) 

When m=l.05 (Fig. tj), the exit area of the nozzle amounts nearly equal to 

the cross-sectional area of the parallel part, and thus it is conceivable that the 

choking phenomena of the flow at the entrance of the par:-tllcl part are liable to 

occur as the driving pressure P1 increases, that is as the no~zle exit velocity and 

hence the weight flow of the s2condary air increases. Hence we may suggest 

liJ -------

0.9 --

------- --------------1 

·---+-- ---------1-... .. ---
1 I 

0.6 ~-- - _] _____ -- T ·-- ----
----------- _________ L ---

i.J.I L.l. 0.3 

Fig. 7. Pressure Ratio vs. Weight Flow Ratio (jJ 1 =250mmHg) 

0.4 

I 

I - -----~ I 
1- - -~ I 1 i 

C3L__ ____ LI ----~-------:L·------::--:-~---j 
o o.1 o.z o.J oA crjc, 

Fig. 8. J'ressure Ratio a•d Weight Flow Ratio (P1 =450mmHg) 

that P~!Po increases or in other words the vacuum P~ co!lapses rapidly as G~/G 1 
increases. For greater values of m as in Fig. 5, h::nvever, no choking phenomena 

are liable to oc-::ur, S) that th~ curves s11 ;w un~form tendency with respect 

5) The diagra:ns t r m=4.2?, 2.67, 2.14 and 1.72 arc 1nt ciJ:ecl in the 1rcsent raper. 

lt is seen tl;at the d:agra:ns yield to tt?nd gmim. ly fr Jm the tendenc; sh ,-wn in 

Fig. 5 t) that in Fig. 6 as t~e ,a1ue of m bee Jmcs sma'ler. 

( 5 ) 
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to G2/G 1• The rep~otting of the curves shown in Fig. 5 and 6 for constant values 

of P1 with parameters of m renders to the diagrams shown in Fig. 7 and 8. The 

values of P~!Po corresponding to the critical value of PdP2=1.89 amount to 0.702 

(Fig. 7) and 0.842 (Fig. 8) respectively. Therefore, in the regions below these 

values of P2/P0 , it is considered that the nozzle exit velocity amounts to the local 

sonic velocity along each curve, while in the regions above these values of 

PziPo, the exit velocity remains subsonic and decreases gradually along respective 

curve as P~!Po increases. Hence, notwithstanding with constant values of Pt, the 
nozzle exit velocity varies on each curve in Fig. 7 and 8. The choking phenomena 

appear clearly in these diagrams, that is, in Fig. 7, the slope of the curves becomes 

steeper as m decreas2s. In Fig. 8 where the driving pressure PI =450mmHg, the chok

ing tendency is more exaggerated compared with Fig. 7 in which PI =250Hgmm. 

Further replotting from these diagrams yields to the curves shown in Fig. 9 

69 

08 

051-----

041-----

O.JJ~----------~---------~~?--------~3~--------~4-----m----~ 

Fig. 9. Pressure Ratio vs. Area Ratio (p 1 =450mmHg) 

for the case of P1 =450Hgmm. The theoretical considerations 6> and the present 

experimental results both show that the maximum vacuum is obtained with no 

sec::mdary flow. In the the:Jretical analys~s. P2/Po decreas~s as m becomes smaller. 

The experimental results, however, show that P2/Po terds initially to smaller 

va'ue as m decreases until it reaches a minimum, then tending to larger value 
again. This phenomeno:1 is conceivable because of the choking phenomena 

within ranges for smaller values of m. For larger values of G2/G1, the va1ue of 
m which renders P)Po to a minimum removes towards lar~er values of m, as 
may be expected easily. 

3.2 Pressure distributions within the mixing tube. 

An example of pressure distributions within the mixing tube is shown in Fig. 10. 

The rr:ixing tube used is of type ED-1950, and the pressure distributions aiong 

6) ~ame as 2). 

( 6 ) 
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mixing chamber, parallel part and diffuser are plotted for the case of G2/G1 =0.4. 
The pressures Pz are also plotted in the sarr:e figure. In the theoretical treat

ment 7) cited above, the method of assuming constant pressure mixing in the 

mixing chamber has been developed. As is clear from Fig. 10, the pressures in 
the mixing chamber pg and P1o differ so Jittle so far as the driving pressure 
is kept within the range of the 

present experiment, that the a

bove method of calculus for co

nstant pressure mixing is found 

to be allowable. 
In the present experiment, it 

was found further that the static 

pressure at nozzle exit section 

Pa shows greater value than the 

surrounding pressure such as pg, 
even if the critical pressure ratio 

has not yet exceeded. 

3.3 Ejector efficiencies and the 
weight flow ratio Gz/Gt. 

The energy of the driving 

fluid is found to be 
k-1 

w 
~ -100 

~ 

Fig. 10. Pressure Distributions within Mixing 
Tube 

G1{kf(k-l)}Rro{ ( ~:) k-1} if Gt represents weight flow of the driving fluid, 

p1 expresses the driving pressure and Po and To mean the press·1.re and a(s)lute 

temperature of the surrounding atmosphere respectively. Further, let G2 J::e the 

weight flow of the secondary air, Pz and T2 be the static pressure and absolute 

temperature of the seccndary air before mixing. Then it is s~en that the pres

sure of the s~co:-tdary air is compressed from Pz to p4 i.e. the deli very press:1re 

at the diffuser outlet (Fig. 1). Thus, if we put the velocity of the nixing stream 

as W4 at the cross-section corresponding to p4, the energy given to the secondary 

air yields theoretically to 

Therefore, \Ye may define the ejector effic'en,~y as follows. 
k-1 

Gz Tz { ( t: ) -k~ 1 } 

k-1 

G 1 Tu-{ ( ;~ ) T_ l } 

7) ~arne as 3), 

( 7 ) 
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Fig. 11 shows the relations between 'l and GjG 1 thus obtained, when m=2.93. 

As is clear from the figu-re, the efficiency 'I falls off as the driving pressure P1 

20~----------~---

JOt----~-

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

Fig. 11. Ejector Efficiency vs. Weight Flow Ratio (m=2.93) 

becomes larger. The incr.cas3 in P1 corrcs;>onds to the incr.cas:; in exit velocity 

from the nozzle S:) far as the subcritical pressue ratio regions are concerned,~) 

and thus it is considered that r; falls off as PI incr.cas::s. It is also found that 

the values of G~/G1. which give maximum r; become smaller as PI increases. 

_j 
0. I U.Z 0.3 0.4 D.·, u, 

Fig. 12. Ej~ctor Efficiency vs. Weight Fbw Ra~i:J (p1 =450mmHg) 

fig. 12 s:wws the relations between r; and G2/GI fer the case of PI =450mmHg, 

8) The values of P:./ft,, c 'rres~onding to the critica1 pre8s:J.re ratio of the nnz1e amonnt 

to P:)Pn=0.5£9 and P2/Pn=0.633 fer j1 1 = lOOmmPg and 150mmHg respectively. There

fl rc, in these ca;2s, the r2gi::ms in the present experiments belong to the subs~mic 

regions of the exit velc cities. Thus, the exit velc city :ncreases [radLally as p 1 in

crea;es until P1 =45'JmmHg is re:1ched, whee.) a; is seen fr..)m Fig. 8, the exit velccities 

am::>unt to lcca1 son:c ones in the major part of the regions of the present experiment. 

( 8 ) 
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m being taken as parameter. As m tends from 1.05 to larger values, the effi

ciency 1J improves until the maximum efficiency 77=l6.8% is reached at m=2.14. 

For values of m larger than 2.14, 77 tends gradually to lower values. The values 

of G2/G1 which make 'YJ maximum tend as a whole to larger values of G2/G1 as 

m increases. These phenomena show qualitatively the same tendency as the 

theoretical results obtained by Ueda and Ikeno.9) 

IV. Conclusions 

In the present experimental study, the effect of the area ratio on the perfom

ance characteristics has been investigated, and the following conclusions were 

obtained. 

(a) The relations between P2/Po and G2/G1 differ as m varies. When m is small 

such as m = 1.05, the higher values of Pt produce choking of the flow at the inlet 
of the parallel part of the mixing tube so that G2 saturates to some value. The 

saturated value of G2/G1 tends to smaller value as Pt increases for the same value 

of m. In the case of large values of m, this saturation phenomenon is not ob

served. 

(b) In both cases, the minimum P2/Po or the maximum vacuum is obtained when
ever the weight flow of the secondary air G2 vanishes, and the vacuum is weak-

ened as G2 increases. 
(c) As is clear from Fig. 7 and 8, there exists some value of m which gives 

maximum vacuum or least P2/Po corresponding to G2=0. In our experiments, 

this aboslute maximum vacuum is obtained at m=I.72 both for Pt =250mmHg 

(Fig. 7) and P1 =450mmHg (Fig. 8). 

(d) The relations P2/Po vs. m for parameters of G2/G1 (Fig. 9) show that the val

ue of m which gives maximum vacuum tends to larger values of m as G2/G1 
increases. That is, if we want ejectors for small values of G21Gt. the lower value 

of m is preferable and vice versa. 
(e) From the observations of the pressure distributions along the mixing tube, 

we are able to support the assumption of constant pressure mixing in the mixing 

chamber so far as the ejectors such as used in the present experiments are con

cerned. 

(fJ At a fixed area ratio m, the relations 'YJ vs. G2/Gt with parameters of Pt show 

·that the maximum value of 'YJ is obtined at smaller values of Pt· As Pt in

creases r; becomes smaller, and the value of G2/G1 corresponding to this maximum 

removes to smaller values of G2/Gt. 
(g) The relations "~l vs. G2/Gt as parameter of m reveal us that, 'YJmax is affected 

by m, and at a certain value of m maximum 'YJmax. or the absolute maximum of 

9) Same as 4) 

( 9 ) 
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r1 is obtained. For values of m larger than this critical value, 'Y/m1x becomes 

smaller. The values of Gz!Gt which correspond to 'Ylm·1x become larger as m 
increases. 

' ; 
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